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Abstract
The article follows the theme of "socialist content in national form" in Romanian architecture during a period stretching 
from approximately 1944 to 1989 – a time interval that is usually associated with the specific political agenda that dominated society 
in a decisive and profound way throughout the era, which is usually indicated as "communism". This time interval can also be indicated 
by using other keywords and concepts, such as "socialism", "state socialism", "totalitarianism" or others, sometimes in association 
with the keyword "communism". For reasons that will be presented in the introduction, the title of the article will prefer the use of 
the  term "the communist project" for indicating the chronological focus of the article; the word "project" also holds a conceptual 
meaning – therefore being considered appropriate in the context of a mostly conceptual discussion that the article focusses on – as it 
tries to examine one of the most powerful and influential key concepts of the era: "socialist content in national form".
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1 Introduction
The "communist period" is one of the most frequent labels 
attached to a specific period in Romanian history. It is con-
sidered to have started at the end of the Second World War, 
with the rise to power of a group of individuals and activ-
ists usually described as communists. They were an initia-
tive and action group with a communist agenda, organised 
in various entities bearing several names, the most cus-
tomary one being "the communist party".
Chronologically speaking, the start of the commu-
nist period in Romania is not a precise date in history, 
as "the communists" (as to use the most eloquent denom-
ination of this group) took power gradually, over a mat-
ter of years, from around 1944 to 1947. The exact begin-
ning of the period is debatable (1944, 1947 and 1948 being 
the most frequent candidate years for a formal begin-
ning of the period). The end of it is arguably more pre-
cise, with the Romanian Revolution of December 1989, 
following which the communist regime dramatically col-
lapsed both factually and formally, with the execution of 
the communist leader of the country, dictator Ceaușescu. 
Otherwise, alongside "communist", "socialist" is another 
term that is frequently used for indicating the target period. 
The two notions (communist and socialist) partially over-
lap and have been used in different contexts throughout 
the period. For instance, the formal name of the republic 
was the People's Republic of Romania (Republica Populară 
Română) from 1947 to 1965, and then the Socialist Republic 
of Romania (Republica Socialistă România) from 1965 
to 1989, whereas the formal name of the political organ-
isation in charge of the policies of the republic was not 
always the Communist Party, but also, from 1954 and 1965, 
the Workers' Party (Partidul Muncitoresc Român).
Therefore, because of the arguably imprecise and prob-
lematic nature of the labelling – and of the time intervals 
that can be associated with the various labels – the article 
will use "communist project" to indicate the target context 
of the research: the timeframe between approximate dates 
of 1947 and 1989. This period was when communism 
(considered as a doctrine, first and foremost) was proba-
bly the most representative and powerful modelling force 
in Romanian society – thus ultimately defining an era 
(not necessarily in a formal and precise way but, rather, 
in a conceptual one). Otherwise, in regards to this article, 
the use of the keyword "communist" will be favoured and 
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prioritised instead of other arguably adequate formulas 
such as "socialist", "state socialist" or "totalitarian", while 
assuming the limitations and the partial imprecision of 
its uses, in the different contexts that will occur.
Two arguments can be presented to support the choice 
for the use of the expression "the communist project", 
as follows. One would be the use by Prof. Dr. arch. Ana 
Maria Zahariade, a leading Romanian researcher in the 
field, a witness of the communist period both as stu-
dent architect and then as practicing architect. Zahariade 
has used the same term in the title of one of her books 
about the architecture of the target period (otherwise 
one of the most critically acclaimed books of her career): 
Architecture in the Communist Project. Romania 
1944-1989 (Zahariade, 2011). Another reason would 
be that the research topic of the article ("socialist con-
tent in national form") is arguably a concept typical of 
the period, and the expression "the communist project" 
has an embedded conceptual meaning when it is formu-
lated in this way (mainly because of the use of the word 
"project", in relation with "communism"). Thus, the two 
key phrases of the article ("socialist content in national 
form" and "the communist project") can be fruitfully asso-
ciated, by using the conceptual common ground.
2 The origins: The Stalinist period
Succeeding in obtaining a "socialist content in national 
form" was one of the most frequent and sought-after objec-
tives of the discourse on architecture at the beginning of 
the communist period (or "project") in Romania. Following 
the end of the Second World War, the first years of com-
munism in Romania witnessed a widespread colonisation 
of Romania by the Soviet Union, which considered vari-
ous aspects of life and fields of activity such as economic, 
ideological and cultural. "Colonisation", in this sense, is 
a term used and supported by an important number of 
acclaimed researchers in the field. It was not surprising 
that the aesthetic discourse of the USSR was also adopted 
or colonised in Romania. In terms of ideology, aesthet-
ics and culture, the Soviet model of that time was "social-
ist realism" – sometimes referred to (mostly post-factum) 
even as frankly as "Stalinism". Socialist realism is mostly 
remembered and perceived as the Stalin-era stylistic 
response or solution to the aesthetic goal of "socialist con-
tent in national form" – a very popular idiom of the Soviet 
political discourse since 1918 when the Declaration of 
Rights of the Working and Exploited People, issued by the 
Third All-Russian Congress of the Soviets, advocated 
for the reformation of cultures as "national in form, social-
ist in content" (Shelestyuk, 2019:p.3). Alternatively, using 
Zahariade's words, socialist realism is the "principle of 
artistic creation of socialist content in national form" 
(Zahariade, 2011:p.32).
Therefore, being the official aesthetic construct of 
most of the Stalinist era, socialist realism ended up being 
adopted by Romania, gradually and with Soviet "guid-
ance" (a term of the era), in the years following the end of 
the war (from around 1947 onwards). By 1952, the formula 
"socialist in content, national in form" had even entered 
Romania's constitution (The Constitution of the People's 
Republic of Romania, Art. 17). As a method of artistic 
creation, an aesthetic abstraction with ideological basis, 
or even a specific style, among other possible labels or 
interpretations that it can accommodate, socialist real-
ism mixes elements of architectural style with elements of 
political ideology. In visual terms, it is recognised mainly 
by the use of stylistic quotations of arguably prestigious 
historical styles, such as Italian Renaissance or Greek 
Classicism: columns, porticos, pilasters, ornate capitals, 
decorative pediments and gables, shapes and volumes 
resembling temples (see Fig. 1). The decorative elements 
can be simplified and essentialised, monumentalised and 
scaled. They can also retrieve decorative motifs from more 
local or regional styles or sub-styles, alongside the usual 
classical ones. Perhaps surprisingly, the historical decora-
tive motifs are combined with communist symbols, such 
as the sickle and the hammer, or the 5-point star.
In terms of building layouts, socialist realism pro-
moted the "cvartal", which is a Soviet term used for unity 
of vicinity. The term indicates an arguably small group 
Fig. 1 "Socialist content in national form", 1950s, Stalin era: urban 
ensemble in Bucureștii Noi quarter of Bucharest, composed of housing 
blocks and a cinema, using the formula of the "cvartal". (Dőri, 1959)
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of buildings (usually blocks of flats) that encircle a court-
yard. Making use of cvartals and applied decoration in the 
design of ensembles, Soviet urbanism of the Stalin era can 
be recognised by its rather conservative image, boasting 
quite monumental buildings arranged in usually semi-
closed courtyards. This is in contrast to the "exploded 
space" and interplay of "lines and points" of the free 
urbanism promoted by the functionalist agenda, which 
is contemporary with socialist realism and dominated 
the discourse and practice of architecture and urbanism 
in Western Europe at that time. For ideological reasons 
at least, socialist realism had a goal in adopting an aes-
thetic programme and identity that was different from 
the Western one, while criticising Western culture in its 
functionalistic and modernist iteration of the moment, 
for being "decadent" and "cosmopolitan".
During the unfolding of the communist project in the 
USSR, Romania and other countries, the political dis-
course had elements of both continuity and discontinu-
ity, sometimes resulting in ideological contradiction, 
confusion or paradox. This usually happened when some 
of the new elements of the ideology – that are adopted 
to respond to new circumstances – end up in a state of 
contradiction with some of the older concepts and ideas 
that are in use. An example would be the original interna-
tionalist character of communism (the Lenin era, with the 
Communist International) that transformed itself, during 
the Stalin era, into a more nationalist-oriented ideol-
ogy (Boia, 1995). These changes in ideology always had 
an echo, more or less powerful or noticeable, inside the 
cultural agenda (including architecture and aesthetics).
In this context, the overarching idea is that the stylistic 
preferences of the communist project (whether it be social-
ist realism or other aesthetic orientations) aimed at being 
closely linked to the political and ideological messages that 
the communist project wanted to transmit at some point 
in its history, to a certain place on the map (whether it be 
Moscow, Bucharest, or Warsaw). Socialist realism devel-
oped in Russia/USSR in the 1920s and 1930s, and was 
then simply exported to the territories that came under the 
later sphere of influence of the USSR (including Romania). 
It entered the new territories as a form of Russian/Soviet 
cultural colonisation and acculturation. In the USSR 
at least, where the style had emerged, the socialist con-
tent of the buildings designed in a socialist-realist style 
can be considered satisfied by the use of communist sym-
bols (the sickle and the hammer, the 5-point star), and 
by the programmes themselves (blocks of flats, clubs and 
cinemas for the working class). On the other hand, the goal 
of the "national form" can be considered satisfied by the 
use of the historicist stylistic quotations, while the styles 
that were considered worthy of being used were critically 
sorted and selected from the styles that would not be wor-
thy of representing the national form.
Additionally, as socialist realism stood for socialist 
content in national form, this situation triggered confu-
sion among designers, as the imported Soviet style was 
often seen as being "national" only to the USSR (to the 
Russian people), and not to the people of the satellite 
states of the Soviet Union, such as Romania. This con-
tradiction is one of the reasons for which, when adopted 
in satellite states, the Russian-styled aesthetics of social-
ist realism had to adapt in order to become national to, 
for example, Romanians – and this dilemma would end 
up triggering other stylistic answers outside the typical 
features of socialist realism, mostly after the style would 
fade away. An example of this can be seen in the mid-
dle of the 1950s when socialist realism was at the peak 
of its influence in the architecture and urbanism practised 
in Romania, and an interesting observation can be made: 
although the projects were frequently imported from the 
USSR (Soviet project, Soviet architects), and more or less 
adapted by local Romanian architects for a Romanian site, 
some of the buildings employed decorative elements typi-
cal for Romania and not the USSR, such as decorative ele-
ments inspired by traditional, vernacular and folk architec-
ture (Tulbure, 2016:p.105). The result is sometimes a mix 
of classical, Soviet communist and traditional Romanian 
motifs and symbols: "socialist content in national form" or 
eclecticism re-morphed.
3 Post-Stalinism and destalinisation: the revision of 
socialist content in national form
After Stalin's death in 1953, the new Soviet leader and 
head of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
Khrushchev, adopted a political approach that has been 
labelled as destalinisation. Criticising some of the policies 
of the Stalin era, Khrushchev's ideas also included the field 
of construction works and architecture and, implicitly or 
indirectly, the topic of architectural styling. One of the 
most important points in his critique of the building prac-
tices of the Stalin era regarded the aspect of cost, deem-
ing the buildings as often being unnecessarily expensive, 
too wasteful of resources, using unnecessary decora-
tion and exaggerated sizes. Demanding cost reductions 
in building activities, and an increase in standardisation, 
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Khrushchev marked the beginning of a new aesthetic 
era in USSR, with the (almost total) abolition of (added) 
ornament in the design of buildings, and a general shift 
towards functionalism. The socialist realism, with most of 
its characteristics, was now interrogated, criticised, partly 
condemned and partly abandoned.
Khrushchev's new ideas regarding the building sector 
were expressed in a series of discourses. Many scholars 
point to a discourse in 1954, and another in 1956, as being 
two of the most influential (Ioan, 2012:p.184). As the style 
began to change in the USSR, Romania witnessed an ini-
tial tempered resistance to the new ideas. Gheorghiu-Dej, 
the communist leader at the time in Romania, is frequently 
indicated to have delayed the adoption of the new policies 
coming from Moscow, as a means of aiming for a higher 
degree of autonomy from the USSR (Zahariade, 2011:p.54). 
Therefore, Romanian architecture continued within the 
framework of socialist realism for a few more years, even-
tually abandoning it by the end of the 1950s. Gheorghiu-
Dej's speech condemning socialist realism happens in 1958, 
making it a late correspondent to Khrushchev's speeches of 
1954 and 1956 (Zahariade, 2011:p.55). The gradual aban-
donment of socialist realism is marked by a few years 
in which projects that had been designed using the social-
ist-realist method were finished or adapted, mostly con-
serving the layouts, sizes and the volumetric features, but 
lowering or eliminating applied decoration. This is a dis-
tinctive feature of the end of socialist realism in Romania, 
as other countries in the communist block witnessed more 
rapid transitions. In Hungary, for instance, socialist real-
ism was abruptly abandoned following Khrushchev's criti-
cal assault on the method (Ioan, 2012:p.200).
With this short but not irrelevant delay, the aesthetic norms 
of Romanian architecture begin to shift towards a some-
what special type of functionalism and modernism, starting 
in 1958. However, the keywords functionalism or modern-
ism are not adopted, which is understandable in the con-
text of the "cold war" with Western capitalist culture, where 
the two terms were already established. Instead, "Soviet 
scientists" (a frequent idiom of the period) developed 
other notions, avoiding the use and the acknowledgement 
(both direct and indirect) of the keywords that were popular 
in the capitalist world. The basis of the new way of practis-
ing urbanism in the Soviet block was labelled "the scientific 
theory of the microraion" – which is, in its essence, a con-
cept that has been included (by many architecture theorists) 
inside the wider conceptual framework of functionalism, 
free urbanism and modernism. Practically, Soviet urbanism 
replaces the cvartal (the basic working concept of configu-
ration within the framework of socialist realism) with the 
microraion. In more recent years, the idiom "socialist mod-
ernism" has been used quite extensively in labelling this par-
ticular form of postwar modernism.
Turning to the more cost-effective buildings, mass social 
housing and widespread austere designs, it can be argued 
that, at least apparently, the new style maintained the "social-
ist content", but lost the "national form" (as it lost the histori-
cist quotations to national values). Commenting on the stylis-
tic shift that puts the overarching slogan of socialist content 
in national form in an apparent state of crisis, Zahariade 
argues that the slogan itself is not openly abandoned or crit-
icised but only adapted to the new conditions and interests – 
with national being replaced by adequate, economical, func-
tional, rational or industrialised (Zahariade, 2011:p.55,142). 
The slogan is probably too important within communist ide-
ology to be simply abandoned or dismantled. It is not openly 
dismissed, but rather silently revised, without actually men-
tioning the needed adaptation of the idea. Consequently, 
socialist content in national form becomes socialist content 
in rational/economical/functional form – but without saying 
it explicitly, as this would be dangerous from a propaganda 
perspective (see Fig. 2).
Moreover, the opinion of architect researcher Irina 
Tulbure comes relatively close to these observations, argu-
ing that, for reasons of strategy regarding propaganda, 
the communist leaders usually avoided attacking the key 
ideas, concepts and methods of the ideology, but rather 
the results and the interpretations (Tulbure, 2016:p.94). 
According to Tulbure, "socialist realism" is not fully 
deemed wrong from a conceptual and ideological point of 
view, as this would be a threatening act to the stability 
and cohesion of the ideology. The needed upgrades to the 
major ideas, when they were necessary, could be better 
Fig. 2 Socialist content in rational / economical / functional form, 1960s, 
post-Stalin: blocks of flats and commercial complex in the town of 
Onești. (Oiță, 1965)
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managed with minimum damage to the politicians, who 
were not wrong in their ideas, but rather misunderstood 
by the individuals (including the professionals), whose 
jobs are to translate the ideas (content) into form, in this 
case, the architects (Tulbure, 2016:p.94). Augustin Ioan, 
another highly acclaimed architect in the field of history 
and theory of architecture in Romania, has a similar point 
of view. He states that the ideology that generated socialist 
realism is not explicitly attacked, nor are the key personal-
ities that had a role in configuring the model (such as Stalin 
himself). What Khrushchev was aiming at was a review of 
the official view on architecture (Ioan, 2012:p.184). As for 
the socialist-realist method, Ioan argues that Khrushchev 
had to take a subtle approach on the matter, not just chang-
ing the aesthetic language via decree. It was a diagonal 
attack, via a tactic of encapsulation (Ioan, 2012:p.192).
4 The Nicolae Ceaușescu era: Stalinism revised
From around 1960 in Romania, the "national" half of 
the "socialist (content) – national (form)" dualism was argu-
ably suspended. But it soon began to re-emerge from its 
apparently latent state some five years later, beginning 
in 1965, with the affirmation of Nicolae Ceaușescu as the 
new communist leader in Romania, following Gheorghiu-
Dej's death. Fuelled by a nationalistic fervour that was ini-
tiated to consolidate Romania's autonomy and indepen-
dence from the USSR, Ceaușescu re-enacted the search 
for the national form in architecture, beginning with the 
first years of his mandate as supreme leader. The nation-
alistic agenda was also an element of Gheorghiu-Dej's 
policy, but it was Ceaușescu who developed a stronger 
nationalistic political drive. This drive would also have 
a visible echo in the field of architectural aesthetics, 
marking the reaffirmation of the idea of socialist content 
in national form (although rarely using the same words). 
On the other hand, maybe paradoxically, Romania's new 
constitution, which was adopted in 1965 at the beginning 
of Ceaușescu's mandate, no longer mentioned socialist 
content in national form as did the 1952 constitution.
However, this did not mean that the search for national 
forms in socialist content – now within a firm and affirmed 
nationalistic frame, under Ceaușescu – was abandoned. 
To be more specific, Ceaușescu is credited with having 
issued an important array of indications that demanded 
the emergence of a national style in architecture (Răuță, 
2013:p.198; Zahariade, 2011:p.82–84,87). For example, in a 
speech from 1971, Ceaușescu criticises some of the aspects 
regarding architecture, urbanism and the building sector, 
declaring that "the architects have quite often neglected 
the rich traditional values of Romanian architecture, 
our national specificity" (Zahariade, 2011:p.60); the empha-
sis being "traditional values of Romanian architecture" and 
"national specificity". It can be argued that this is another 
way of demanding a search for an adequate national form 
in architecture, as in the national form that was demanded 
within the framework of the "socialist content in national 
form" slogan. Ceaușescu's speech from 1971 has frequently 
been interpreted as a general critique of that particular unas-
sumed mix of functionalism and modernism – an approach 
that was dominating the professional discourse and prac-
tice at that time, having "produced" most of the built forms 
of the 1960s (extensive ensembles of collective housing, 
administrative buildings, houses of culture).
In a way, Ceaușescu's speech of 1971 criticises social-
ist modernism in a similar way to Gheorghiu-Dej's speech 
of 1958 that had criticised socialist realism, following 
Khrushchev's speeches. The result is that the approach, 
heavily rooted in functionalism and modernism, and based 
on "the scientific theory of the microraion", was questioned, 
partially condemned, and largely abandoned. In a corre-
spondingly similar way with what had happened with social-
ist realism, the concept was not completely abandoned. 
Rather, the method was heavily revised, as to correspond 
to new realities and priorities. For example, Ceaușescu calls 
for a sort of recovery of the characteristic (and arguably tradi-
tional) image of the street: "the apartment buildings are dis-
persed randomly; they do not create streets and boulevards, 
in a clear urban idea" (Zahariade, 2011:p.60). Considering 
the issues that it addressed, Ceaușescu's speech of 1971 has 
sometimes been interpreted as a sort of political manifesto 
towards postmodernism, whether it was a conscious act, or 
something accidental (in its intentions). Whether true, false 
or partially true, following this speech, architecture and 
urbanism in Romania shifts away from mainstream mod-
ernism and functionalism, and begins to incorporate fea-
tures of postmodernism.
It is important to note that some manifestations out-
side the framework of mainstream modernism and func-
tionalism were already happening by 1971, but they were 
more insular. As the 1960s had been years of relative 
openness to foreign (even Western) channels of commu-
nication, Romanian architects were relatively exposed 
to information about new trends and concepts in architec-
ture. What they usually did was to filter the external ideas 
and to adopt them, usually fragmented, in their Romanian 
work. Postmodernist ideas are just one example, but 
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echoes of brutalism, structuralism, metabolism or criti-
cal regionalism can also be traced (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). 
However, the 1970s and to a greater extent, the 1980s 
marked a return to a relative condition of cultural isolation, 
imposed by the Ceaușescu regime. Despite this, Romanian 
architects were not completely shut off from the new ideas 
concerning architecture and urbanism in the Western 
world (Zahariade et al., 2003:p.156).
The period between 1965 and 1970 is particularly 
interesting, as it marked the affirmation of an interest-
ing aesthetic approach. Heavily influenced by the work of 
the architect Nicolae Porumbescu, the approach followed 
the desideratum of recovering and employing features and 
values of traditional Romanian architecture. Porumbescu 
is largely remembered and recognised to have trans-
posed elements of traditional architecture into the modern 
buildings that he was designing. An evocative example is 
the transposition of traditional shapes (typical to specific 
ethnographic regions of Romania) into concrete, such as 
the suggestion of wooden joints in concrete forms (see 
Fig. 5). After or alongside Porumbescu, there are other 
architects, such as Constantin Joja, who are sometimes 
associated with this particular aesthetic approach, which 
could be labelled as "the traditionalistic group / move-
ment" – although other labels can be encountered when 
addressing it including lyrical functionalism, traditional 
modernism, and national-communism.
The projects that can be included in this group were 
usually based on documentation and research campaigns 
aimed at understanding traditional Romanian architecture, 
the ultimate goal being to adequately transpose, into mod-
ern projects, some key traditional values and elements 
from the portfolio of traditional Romanian architecture. 
An example would be the architect Adrian Gheorghiu, 
whose professional preoccupations at the end of the 1960s 
are eloquently expressed through the titles of two articles 
that he published within Arhitectura magazine, the most 
important professional journal of the period: "Processing 
Romanian Folk Architecture" (Gheorghiu, 1967a) and 
"Romanian Specificity in Contemporary Architecture" 
(Gheorghiu, 1967b). Otherwise, Porumbescu himself is 
credited for writing an arguably influential article on the 
topic in 1967, within the pages of the same Arhitectura 
magazine. The name of the article is "Specificity 
in Architecture", and Porumbescu uses it to explain ele-
ments of his architectural designs and concepts, also elab-
orating on the idea of the lyrical potential of reinforced 
concrete (Porumbescu and Vaida-Porumbescu, 1967).
Fig. 3 Echoes of critical regionalism: county hall and county 
headquarters of the communist party in the city of Baia Mare, 
built 1969–1970 and designed by arch. Mircea Alifanti 
(Zahariade and Ponta, 2014).
Fig. 4 Echoes of brutalism: the House of Culture of the town of 
Târgoviște, built 1969–1974 and designed by arch. Nicolae Vlădescu 
(Tulbure, 2017:p.54).
Fig. 5 "Socialist content in national form" resuscitated, the end of 
the 1960s, Ceaușescu-era: the "traditionalistic" approach: the House 
of Culture from the town of Suceava, inaugurated in 1969 and 
designed by arch. Nicolae Porumbescu (Tulbure, 2017:p.66).
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This particular approach, via the vernacular and tradi-
tional, seemed to correspond to Ceaușescu's demands for a 
Romanian specificity and national character in architec-
ture, as most of the buildings designed in this manner were 
broadly appreciated by the dictator (Tulbure, 2017, p. 68). 
By the beginning of the 1970s, it can be clearly seen that 
the search for national form had reached the forefront of 
Romanian architecture, alongside the usual central themes 
of cost reduction, standardisation, and systematisation 
(see Fig. 6). The resort to national Romanian specificity 
in architectural forms usually followed the traditionalistic 
approach, and blocks of flats began to employ prefabri-
cated façade panels decorated with traditional motifs exe-
cuted mostly in concrete or plaster, including geometric 
patterns typical of traditional rugs, chopped wood pat-
terns and arches. Other less frequent approaches were 
also present, such as more postmodern-oriented quotes of 
archetypes, through an attitude of irony or ludic interplay 
between old and new.
By the end of the communist era, in the second part of 
the 1980s, the capital city (Bucharest) witnessed the emer-
gence of what is frequently remembered as the ultimate 
embodiment of the Ceaușescu-era approach on archi-
tectural aesthetics: the Civic Centre, with the massive 
House of the People and the urban ensemble surrounding 
the boulevard of the Victory of Socialism and a few urban 
squares. Here, the use of decoration, monumentality and 
sheer size was massive, reaching extreme proportions. 
The decorative approach of both exterior and interior 
space is particularly evocative, as it employs references, 
quotes and replicas from a wide array of styles including 
Italian Renaissance, Greek classicism, Roman classicism, 
French Beaux-Arts, neo-Romanian, and even Art Deco.
Although an impressive number of architects were 
involved in the project, many Romanian architects appreci-
ate that the true architect of the Civic Centre was Ceaușescu 
himself, due to his huge involvement in the design 
(Celac, 1995:p.195). This is ultimately evocative of the dic-
tator's tastes regarding architectural and urban aesthetics – 
ideas that were not difficult to impose upon the profes-
sionals if he wanted to, considering the power that he had, 
as supreme leader. Therefore, the Ceaușescu-era approach 
happened in a way somewhat similar to the Stalinist epi-
sode – this being one of the reasons for which the archi-
tectural production of the Ceaușescu era (1965–1989) is 
sometimes described as neo-Stalinist or Stalinism revival – 
alongside the more acknowledged term of "national-com-
munist style", or simply "the Ceaușescu style".
Although the search for a national form in architecture 
was a clear feature of the Ceaușescu period, as the previ-
ous paragraphs have tried to demonstrate, the actual use 
of the slogan "socialist content in national form" was quite 
rare in Ceaușescu's mandate. Considering its fall from reg-
ular and frequent use since Khrushchev's and Gheorghiu-
Dej's critique of socialist realism (1954–1956–1958), it can 
be argued that the slogan had actually (or mostly) disap-
peared with Stalin's death in 1953, and the subsequent 
criticism of socialist realism via Khrushchev. From a for-
mal and superficial point of view, the affirmation is true, 
although, from a broader perspective, it can be noticed that 
the slogan never actually left the scene of the political dis-
course concerning architecture, according to Ana Maria 
Zahariade (Zahariade, 2011:p.51). It can be argued that, 
even if the slogan ceased to make the headlines after the 
period of the socialist realism, it had already influenced 
the politicians in a profound way. The slogan was part 
of their education, as a key principle of communism – 
and Ceaușescu is an eloquent example for this, as his 
behaviour is often interpreted to have been heavily influ-
enced by Stalinist methods (Zahariade, 2011:p.61,103).
Fig. 6 "Socialist content in national form" morphed into the Ceaușescu-
era "national style"; 1970s: the development of the "traditionalistic" 
approach: the House of Culture from the town of Deva, inaugurated 
in 1975 and designed by arch. Cornel Florea (Tulbure, 2017:p.70).
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5 Conclusion
As the unfolding of data, ideas and comments in this article 
have tried to reveal, "socialist content in national form" has 
been one of the most influential concepts of the communist 
project, laying its mark on Romanian architecture, both 
directly and indirectly, in the entire period that is commonly 
referred to as "the communist times". Its moment of irre-
futable influence was the Stalinist period when it was used 
extensively in the political and ideological discourse and 
was even introduced into Romania's constitution of 1952. 
After Stalin's death (1953) and the criticism of Stalinism 
by the new Soviet leader Khrushchev (1954, 1956) and 
Romania's leader Gheorghiu-Dej (1958), the slogan entered 
a period in which its direct influence on Romanian archi-
tecture began to decline or to blur. This situation contin-
ued until 1965 when Ceaușescu came to power – displaying 
a bold nationalistic inclination that ended up resurrecting 
the slogan in a new conjugation, using mostly other words 
and associations of words, but conserving the essence of 
the concept. Therefore, "socialist content in national form" 
can be considered to have acted as a "red line" in the his-
tory of Romanian architecture in the communist project.
